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, DISCLAIMER

This report was.prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency OTthe United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal Iiabiiity or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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DISCLAIMER

Portions of this document may be illegible
in electronic image products. Images are
produced from the best available original
document.
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This invention relates to strain gauges and more particularly to

the application and bonding

Background of the invention

of strain gauges to test specimens.

Strain gauges are used to measure the strain in material

specimens when the specimens are subjected to stress. The gauges are

usually bonded to the specimens with adhesives. Gauge attachment

procedures may be different for different types of adhesives. For

example, some adhesives require an elevated temperature to bond a

gauge onto a specimen. Also , some adhesives must be applied within

a limited time’ or the active agents will not complete the adhesion

process. A-uniform layer of adhesive is necessary to obtain proper

bonding and reliable strain measurements. To obtain a uniform layer

of an adhesive that requires curing at an elevated temperature, a

constant and uniform pressure must be maintained over the gauge

bonding area- during ,the curing process. Maintaining constant and

uniform pressure over the gauge’ area and maintaining stable gauge

alignment are both essential during the curing of the adhesive.

A typical strain gauge installation assembly is a stack, or

assembly, consisting of a layer of adhesive, a strain gauge, a layer

20 of adhesive mylar or tape, a compliant pad and a rigid pad, all

clamped into position on a surface of the test specimen.

In certain applications where the location of a gauge is

critical,’ the gauge ‘is attached to the specimen in the following

manner. First, the gauge is placed face down on the adhesive surface

of a thin transparent adhesive tape. Then the tape is inverted, with

the gauge attached, and used to manually place the gauge face up on

the surface of t’hespecimen in the desired location. When the gauge

is properly located, the adhesive surface of the tape is pressed onto

the specimen to hold the gauge in place. Then, one end of the tape

30 is ,peeled back to lift the gauge and expose its bottom surface.
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Uncured bonding adhesive is then applied between the bottom surface

of the gauge and the corresponding surface of the specimen. After,.
the bonding adhesive is applied, the tape is carefully reattached to

the specimen to maintain the previous location and alignment of the

gauge. Following this operation, a compliant pad is placed over the

tape cevering the gauge. Finally a rigid pad is placed over the

compliant pad and the entire stack is clamped to the surface of the

specimen for the curing of the bonding adhesive. The rigid pad

usually has,a surface area slightly larger than the bond area of the

gauge. The compliant pad, which also has an area slightly larger

than the bond area, provides a cushion between the rigid pad and the

gauge. While the stack is clamped together on the specimen, the

assembly is placed in a furnace (if it is necessary to heat-cure the

adhesive) ‘or the adhesive is allowed to cure at ambient temperature.

When the

the tape

The

adhesive has cured, the clamp, rigid pad, compliant pad and

are removed leaving only the gauge bonded to the specimen.

process of installing strain gauges by separately applying

each item in

specimens and

20 inch diameter

the assembly’ is very difficult, especially on small

in multiple gauge installations. For example, a 0.250

stud shank having four gauges mounted at 90 degree

intervals around its circumference, with one diametrically opposed

pair of gauges displaced axially from the other pair, presents a

problem in assembling each stack while maintaining the integrity of

the alignment and location of the others. The presently used methods

of individually building and clamping each gauge assembly limit the

accuracy’ and the production rates o’ftest specimens.

Summary of the Invention

The invention includes a tool, for use in attaching a strain

gauge to a test specimen, .which maintains alignment of, and applies

30 pressure to the gauge during the bonding of the gauge to the test

specimen.
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The tool comprises a clamp, a rigid pad attached to the clamp,

and a compliant pad attached to the rigid pad. The pads are formed

in the shape of the specimen surface to which the strain gauge is to

be bonded. By utilizing pads attached to the clamp, the separate

steps of applying the compliant pad and the rigid pad to the gauge,

and then maintaining alignment of the stack while applying a separate

clamp, are unnecessary. By using pads having the same shape as the

specimen surface, the padsare self aligning with the specimen and

the stack is stable during subsequent handling and curing. Also, by

10 using pads conforming to the specimen surface, a thinner or harder

compliant pad can be used to better maintain alignment without

compromising uniform pressure distribution. The installer has only

to app”lythe adhesive, locate and align the gauge, and apply the tool

before curing the adhesive.

The invention also includes a method of using the tool to

quickly and easily provide for maintaining the location of, and

applying uniform pressure over the bonding area to, one or more

strain gauges during the bonding process.

Brief Description of the Drawinq

20 Figure 1 is

parts used in an

Fig&e 2 is

invention and its

an exploded cross

existing method of

surface.

Figure 3 is,a

invention and its

surfaces.

Figure 4 is a

a side view of

application to a

sectional view of the component

installing a strain gauge.

a preferred embodiment of the

single strain gauge on a

side view of another preferred embodiment

application to two strain gauges on two

view of still another preferred embodiment

invention and its application to two strain gauges, one on a

30 surface and one on ‘a concave, surface.

I

curved

of the

convex

of the ‘

convex

. . . .
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Figures 5A and 5B show an application in which four strain

gauges are clamped to a cylindrical specimen by utilizing tools

having ’the embodiment of Fig.3.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

The strain gauge installation tool has integral rigid and

compliant pads which enable quick and accurate gauge installation

without the need to ‘apply the pads separately. The tool allows an

installer to clamp a-ninstallation assembly stack in one easy motion

-while maintaining the location and alignment of the gauge.

10 Fig. I shows an exploded view of a typical strain gauge

installation ,stack. A layer of adhesive 2 is placed on specimen

surface 1. Strain gauge 3’is placed on adhesive 2 and held in place

by tape 4. A compliant pad 5 and a rigid pad 6 are placed over the

gauge, completing thestack. In previously used processes, compliant

pad 5 and rigid pad 6 were applied to the stack separately and

clamped in place by a separate clamp 7. The thickness and resiliency

of compliant pad 5 were chosen to allow conformance to any surface

while providing acceptable pressure uniformity.
,.

Fig”.2 shows an exploded view of

20 the present invention. Adhesive 2,

applied to specimen surface 1 in the

an installation stack utilizing

strain gauge 3, and tape 4 are

same manner as shown in Fig. 1.

However,

compliant

formed as

clamp 10.

the, invention includes and utilizes a

pad 8 attached to a rigid pad 9 which is

a part of, a clamp 10. A spring 17 is

Pads 8 and 9 are shaped ~o conform to the

tool having a

attached to, or

enclosed within

surface contour

of a bonding area on specimen surface 1. The combination of rigid

pad 9 and compliant pad 8 form a pressure pad which conforms, and

shapes the gauge, to the contour of the specimen surface while

applying uniform pressure over the bond area. The properties of

30 spring 17 are chosen to provide the desired pressure on the bond

area. By having the pads attached to the clamp, the de~icate process

of maintaining alignment of the pads to the gauge while applying a
.
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separate clamp is eliminated. The’ elimination of the need to

manually align the stack is important particularly in cases where the

specimen surfaces are irregular and it is necessary to align or

conform the rigid pad to the surface shape in order to obtain uniform

pressure distribution over the bonding area.

When using the tool to install a strain gauge onto a specimen,

gauge 3 is located and aligned using tape 4. Then a portion of tape

4 is peeled back, adhesive 2 is applied between surface 1 and gauge

3, and tape 4 is reapplied to locate gauge 3 in its original

position. . The preceding steps are the same as used in previous

processes. However, instead of then stacking pads 5 and 6 and trying

to maintain alignment while applying clamp 7 as in the previous

processes, clamp 10, with the pads 8 and 9 attached, is opened, put

into position over the area of gauge 3 and allowed

force provided by spring 17. Then the adhesive is

removed, and ‘the bonding process is complete.

to close under the

cured, the tool is

The clamping operation is simplified by having clamp 10 spring-

loaded into the closed posit’ionby spring 17. A spring-loaded clamp

applies a constant force to the pads which is independent of the

20 installer and also permits one-handed operation. Since pads 8 and 9

conform to the contour of the specimen surface 1, they are self

aligning and apply uniform pressure to gauge 3 causing it to conform

to specimen surface 1 and thereby producing and maintaining a uniform

layer of adhesive 2 during the curing process.

Fig. 2 shows pads 8

circular cross section.

conform to a wide variety

specimen surface contours.

‘surfaces as well as c’urved

and 9 shaped to fit a specimen having a

However, pads 8 and 9 can be shaped to

of shapes and sizes of bonding areas and

These surface contours may include flat

surfaces. Also, as shown in Fig. 3, clamp

30 10 can have a second set of pads, compliant pad 11 and rigid pad 12,

which can be used to clamp a second installation stack to a convex ‘

specimen surface 13’ opposite surface 1. Or, as shown in Fig. 4,

clamp 10 can have a different set of pads, compliant pad 14 and rigid
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pad 15, shaped to conform to a concave specimen surface 16 opposite

convex surface 1. In all these configurations, the pads can be
\

mounted at various angles relative to clamp 10 to allow clearance

between clamp 10 and the specimen. For example, the pads shown in

Fig. .4are rotated 90° from those shown in Fig. 3.

,

In the preferred embodiment, the rigid pads are made of metal

and the compliant pads are made of silicone and are bonded to the

metal pads. Also, in the preferred embodiment, the clamp has a

spring-loaded scissors configuration with an internal spring.

10 However, it should be understood that different pad materials can be

used and the clamp configuration ‘canbe altered in size and shape to

fit within the constraints of a particular application. For example,

a clamp with more than two levers and two pressure pads could be

devised to fit certain, applications.

w example in which the invention is particularly useful is the

one, ‘described in the background of the invention, having the four

strain gauges on the stud shank. Figure 5A shows three (of the four

described) strain gauges 21-23 located and aligned on specimen 20.

Figure 5B shows the use of two tools 24-25, having the embodiment

20 shown in’Fig.

of clamping

components -

each pair of

the same job

3, to clamp the four gauges in place. Previous methods

the gauges required the alignment of at least five

two compliant pads, two rigid pads and a clamp - for

gauges. The tool and,method of the invention permits
1,

to be done with a one-handed application

clamp for each pair of gauges.

While the invention has been described above with

of a single

respect to a

specific embodiment, it should be understood that various changes in

form and detail may be made therein by a person of skill in the art

without departing from tliespirit and scope of the invention defined

30 in the following claims.
.
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Abstract

A tool and a method for attaching a strain gauge to a test

specimen by maintaining alignment of, and applying pressure to, the

strain gauge during the bonding of the gauge to the specimen. The

tool comprises rigid and compliant pads attached to a spring-loaded

clamp. The pads are shaped to conform to the specimen surface to

which the gauge is to be bonded. The shape of the pads permits the

tool to align itself to the specimen and to maintain alignment of the

gauge to the specimen during the bond curing process. A simplified

method of attaching a strain gauge is provided by,use of the tool.
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